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Abstract: Drone developments, especially small-sized drones, usher in novel trends and possibilities
in various domains. Drones offer navigational inter-location services with the involvement of the
Internet of Things (IoT). On the other hand, drone networks are highly prone to privacy and security
risks owing to their strategy flaws. In order to achieve the desired efficiency, it is essential to create
a secure network. The purpose of the current study is to have an overview of the privacy and
security problems that recently impacted the Internet of Drones (IoD). An Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) is an effective approach to determine the presence of intrusions in the IoD environment. The
current study focuses on the design of Crystal Structure Optimization with Deep-Autoencoder-
based Intrusion Detection (CSODAE-ID) for a secure IoD environment. The aim of the presented
CSODAE-ID model is to identify the occurrences of intrusions in IoD environment. In the proposed
CSODAE-ID model, a new Modified Deer Hunting Optimization-based Feature Selection (MDHO-
FS) technique is applied to choose the feature subsets. At the same time, the Autoencoder (AE)
method is employed for the classification of intrusions in the IoD environment. The CSO algorithm,
inspired by the formation of crystal structures based on the lattice points, is employed at last for the
hyperparameter-tuning process. To validate the enhanced performance of the proposed CSODAE-ID
model, multiple simulation analyses were performed and the outcomes were assessed under distinct
aspects. The comparative study outcomes demonstrate the superiority of the proposed CSODAE-ID
model over the existing techniques.

Keywords: internet of drones; security; intrusion detection; machine learning; feature selection

1. Introduction

The Internet of Drones (IoD) was developed from the concept of IoT by replacing
‘Things’ with ‘Drones’ while the former possesses unmatched characteristics [1]. IoD is
a ‘layered network control architecture’ that serves a vital part in the growth of drones
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or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [2,3]. In the IoD networking concept, numerous
UAVs are linked with one another and a network is constituted in which the data are
received and forwarded in a seamless manner [4,5]. At present, network security is one of
the highly critical research domains, especially after the advancements made in internet
and transmission methods [6]. In this scenario, various tools such as Network Intrusion
Detection Systems (NIDSs) and firewalls are used to save the assets from cyber-attacks and
provide network security. NIDSs are utilized to observe for any suspicious and bad behavior
in the network traffic permanently [7,8]. Although the initial ideology of IDS was conceived
in 1980, numerous Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have been proposed and implemented
in recent years to fulfil the network security requirements [9]. There has been a tremendous
increase observed in the past few years in network and communication technologies. This
scenario has increased the size of the networks, the number of applications, and the volume
of data produced and shared over networks [10]. In parallel, the number of novel types
of cyber-attacks has also increased drastically. It is challenging to identify and recognize
the types of attacks. For instance, data are critical at some nodes for an association to exist
while any contact to the node might seriously affect the association [11].

The term Intrusion Detection System refers to a system that monitors the network
traffic and is utilized for the detection of abnormal or suspicious acts, while it also executes
protective initiatives against the intrusion risks. Thus, IDSs are of two types: Host IDS
(HIDS) and Network IDS (NIDS). The NIDS is commonly deployed at perilous network
points in order to ensure that the vulnerable locations and risk-prone areas are safeguarded
from the attacks [12]. In terms of a HIDS system, it functions on devices that have internet
access. In order to identify the intrusions, two key methods are followed, IDS related to the
signatures and IDS related to the anomalies. A signature-related IDS (Knowledge-related
Detection or Misuse Detection) focuses on the detection of a ‘signature’, a paradigm of
intrusion events, and it is effective when upgrading the databases at a particular point in
time [13].

Recently, various authors have suggested the application of Machine Learning (ML)
and Deep Learning (DL) models for effective NIDS to identify the malicious attacks. How-
ever, the progressive rise in security threats coupled with network traffic brought various
difficulties for the proposed NIDS methods in the proficient detection of assaults. In gen-
eral, the aim of the IDSs is to identify the intruders. In the IoT domain, such intruders
camouflage as hosts and try to access other nodes without a license. A NIDS has three
fundamental features: a response module, an agent, and an analysis engine. The key
objective of the agent is to collect the data from the network through event observations.
Conversely, the response module and the analysis engine are accountable for outlining
the signs of intrusions, producing alerts, and reacting to the outcomes attained from the
analysis engine. NIDSs are highly helpful in the detection of attacks and their efficiency has
evolved throughout these years. However, the attackers, too, have developed advanced
attack techniques to overcome such detection technologies. This is attributed to the fact
that the conventional NIDSs cannot be applied in the complex network layers of UAVs [14].
The number of ongoing studies in the field of cyber-attacks, especially upon drones, is ex-
panding very quickly. So, there is a need to detect drone-related cyber-attacks and measure
the kinds of threats imposed upon a smart city’s airspace and the impact of a drone-related
assault upon the economy of a city.

The current research article focuses on the design of Crystal Structure Optimization
with Deep-Autoencoder-based Intrusion Detection (CSODAE-ID) for a secure IoD envi-
ronment. The aim of the presented CSODAE-ID model is to identify the occurrences of
intrusions in the IoD environment. In the proposed CSODAE-ID model, a new Modified
Deer Hunting Optimization-related Feature Selection (MDHO-FS) technique is applied to
choose the feature subsets. At the same time, the CSO algorithm with Autoencoder (AE)
technique is leveraged for the classification of intrusions in the IoD environment. To vali-
date the enhanced performance of the proposed CSODAE-ID model, different simulation
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analyses were performed and the outcomes were assessed under distinct prospects. In
short, the contributions of the paper are summarized herewith.

• The development of a new CSODAE-ID model for intrusion detection in the IoD
environment.

• The presentation of a new MDHO-FS technique for feature subset selection process
and enhancement of the classification accuracy.

• Implementation of the CSO algorithm for a DAE classification model to boost the
overall classification performance.

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the presented CSODAE-ID model is the first of
its kind in the literature. The design of the CSO algorithm and MDHO-FS technique
demonstrates the novelty of the current study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the works related
to the topic and Section 3 introduces the proposed model. Next, Section 4 offers the
experimental validation and Section 5 concludes the paper with major findings.

2. Related Works

This section provides a brief survey of the existing IDS techniques in the IoD en-
vironment. In Perumalla et al.’s study [15], a novel technique was proposed for secure
communication in an IoD network with the help of a robust Blockchain (BC)-aided access
control. This IDS was developed based on the recently developed Deep Neuro-Fuzzy
Network model. In general, the BC-based access control technique comprises of four stages,
registration, pre-deployment, access control, and authentication, to transmit the relevant
data in the IoD platform. In addition, the presented algorithm was able to detect the
intrusions in the IoD environment. In the literature [16], the authors presented a novel
hybrid IDS to resolve these issues. This method was proposed on the basis of spectral traffic
analysis. Furthermore, a strong observer or controller was also included to determine the
anomalies inside the UAV network. In the primary stage of the suggested hybrid model,
the statistical sign of the traffic interchange, in a network, is considered. The difference
among the resultant signatures was inspected and utilized for the selection of a precise
method for accurate evaluation of the abnormal traffic. Basan et al. [17] detected the anoma-
lies in UAV groups and also determined the type of attacks. To perform these tasks, the
researchers designed an experimental stand emulating traffic communication in a UAV
group. The presented algorithm functions on the basis of analyzing the changes in traffic
communication patterns.

Whelan et al. [18] developed a novel IDS approach for UAVs through one-class classi-
fication. This one-class classifier requires the presence of non-anomalous information in
the training subset. The said condition enables the utilization of flight logs, generated by
UAVs, as the training dataset. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can be implemented
to sensor the logs so as to reduce the dimensions, while a one-class classification model
can be produced for each sensor. Global Positioning System (GPS) spoofing is used as an
example for external sensor-related attacks. Ouiazzane et al. [19] suggested the applica-
tion of model-based Machine Learning techniques and multi-agent systems to identify
the DoS cyber-attacks that target the network of drones. Being an autonomous method,
the presented method is highly accurate and allows the recognition of both unknown as
well as known DoS attacks in UAV networks with low false-positive and negative rates
and high performance. This methodology was proposed to overcome the security issues
faced in drone-related infrastructure and to demonstrate the significance of security, so the
researchers paid more attention to the security aspects of the drones.

Digulescu et al. [20] introduced an innovative method for the characterization of drone
movements and detection of attacks on the basis of advanced signal-processing methods
and Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) sensing systems. This technique symbolized the drone
movement using traditional approaches, namely, recurrence plot analysis, correlation,
envelope detection, and time-scale analysis. Moustafa and Jolfaei [21] developed an
autonomous IDS to determine the sophisticated and advanced cyber-attacks that take
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full advantage of the drone networks. A testbed was designed in this study to launch
malicious activities towards the drone networks. This was performed so as to collect
malicious and legitimate observations and estimate the performance of ML methods on a
real-time basis.

Shrestha et al. [22] devised a UAV- and satellite-related 5G network security method
to harness the benefits of ML for the effectual detection of cyber-attacks and vulnerabilities
in the network. The proposed solution had two major parts, the creation of an intrusion
detection method utilizing several ML techniques and the application of an ML-related
method in satellite or terrestrial gateways. Ouiazzane et al. [23] presented an innovative
IDS method for a fleet of drones that was organized with ad hoc transmission architecture.
The scientific community has rarely addressed the security issues in drone fleets while
most of the studies have concentrated on battery autonomy and routing protocols only.
The multi-agent paradigm is considered as the most adequate and appropriate solution to
model a potential IDS that can detect the intrusions directing a drone fleet. This mechanism
can perfectly address the security issue of a drone fleet in the presence of cooperation,
mobility, autonomy, and distribution features in the network connecting various nodes of
the fleet.

Khan et al. [24] proposed a decentralized ML structure related to BC for performance
improvement of the drones. The presented structure can pointedly improve the storage
aspect and integrity of the data for intellectual decision making among multiple drones. The
authors applied BC technology to perform decentralized prediction analytics and provided
a structure that can apply ML techniques and share it successfully in a decentralized way.
Abu Al-Haija and Al Badawi [25] modelled an autonomous IDS using Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (UAV-IDS-ConvNet) that can proficiently identify the malicious threats
which invade the UAV network. The presented system considered the encoded Wi-Fi traffic
data records collected from three different kinds of usually utilized UAVs: DJI Spark UAVs,
Parrot Bebop UAVs, and DBPower UAVs. In order to evaluate the developed system, the
author used UAV-IDS-2020 data which encompass numerous assaults on UAV networks in
bidirectional and unidirectional transmission flow modes. Furthermore, the author also
emulated the context of heterogeneous and homogeneous networking drones.

Conventional IDSs fail to meet the current dynamic network security requirements. In
order to improve the detection efficacy and reduce the false-alarm rate of the IDSs, various
studies have presented ML techniques in this domain which have made good progression
as well. However, the existing models lack a hyperparameter selection process that mainly
influences the performance of the classification model. Particularly, the hyperparameters
such as epoch count, batch size, and learning rate selection are essential to attain an effectual
outcome. Since the trial-and-error method for hyperparameter tuning is not only tedious
but also an erroneous process, metaheuristic algorithms can be applied. Therefore, in this
work, the CSO algorithm is employed for parameter selection of the DAE model.

3. The Proposed Model

In this article, a new CSODAE-ID algorithm is introduced for intrusion detection in
the IoD environment. Initially, the proposed CSODAE-ID technique pre-processes the data.
Following this, the MDHO-FS technique is applied to select the feature subsets. Moreover,
the AE model is employed for the classification of intrusions in the IoD environment.
Finally, the CSO algorithm, inspired by the formation of crystal structures based on lattice
points, is employed for the hyperparameter-tuning process. Figure 1 portrays the overall
processes involved in the proposed CSODAE-ID algorithm.
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3.1. Algorithmic Steps of MDHO-FS Technique

In this step, the MDHO-FS technique is applied to choose an optimal subset of features.
A novel metaheuristic DHO method, inspired by the hunting behavior of deer with a set
of hunters, was proposed earlier [26]. At the time of hunting a herd of deer, the hunter
surrounds and travels nearby the deer based on a set of strategies. These strategies contain
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distinct variables such as the position of the deer and the wind angle. The co-operation
among the hunters is a crucial condition to make the hunting process an effective one.
Finally, it influences the target based on the locations of the leader and its successor. In
Equation (1), the main function of the presented algorithm is given.

f (x) = max(accuracy) (1)

Here, accuracy is calculated by dividing the number of correct predictions by the total
number of predictions. The steps for weight optimization using the DHO algorithm are
listed herewith.

The technique begins with the random generation of the population, called hunters,
as given below.

X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xm}1 < j ≤ m (2)

In Equation (2), m characterizes the number of the hunters’ population (weight) and X
represents the total quantity of the weight as defined below.

θj = 2πa (3)

In Equation (3), a indicates an arbitrary number that lies in the range of [0, 1] and J
denotes the existing iteration. Furthermore, θ denotes the wind angle. Next, the propa-
gated positions with (Xl) leader position and (Xs) successor position for optimization are
determined. The leader position defines the optimal position of a hunter. However, the
successor position describes the position of a subsequent weight.

After the initialization of the optimal position, each weight in the population takes
efforts to create an impact on the optimal position. Next, the ‘position upgrade method’
gets initiated by modeling the surrounding performance as defined herewith.

Xj+1 = Xl −Y·p·
∣∣L× Xl − Xj

∣∣ (4)

In Equation (4), Xj denotes the position at the existing and succeeding iterations as
illustrated by Xj+1. Both Z and K coefficient vectors exist in the algorithm. The arbitrary
number can be determined by taking the wind speed as denoted by p, and it encompasses
the values in the range of (0–2). The equation to evaluate the coefficient vectors such as Z
and K is demonstrated below.

Z =
1
4

log
(

j +
1

jmax

)
b (5)

K = 2·c (6)

Here, jmax indicates the maximal iteration and (X, Y) denotes the primary position of
the hunter who attains the updated position based on the position of the prey. The two
coefficient vectors such as Z and K depend on the optimal position, i.e., (Xb, Yb). If p < 1,
then the position is upgraded, which in turn infers that the hunter is arbitrarily moving in
various directions without considering the angle position.

The upgradation of the angle position is considered to increase the searching space. In
order to create the hunting effect, it is essential to define the angle position of the hunter.
Based on the position angle, the position upgrade is implemented as follows.

Xj+1 = Xl − p·
∣∣cos(v)× Xl − Xj

∣∣ (7)

Here, B = ϕj+1 denotes the optimal location whereas Xbj
and p denote the arbitrary

numbers.
A separate position is determined with various capabilities to the angle position so

that the prey remains unaware of the hunter. Figure 2 defines the flowchart of the DHO
technique.
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During the exploration phase, the K vector is determined based on the surrounding
performance. In the first position, an arbitrary searching method is implemented, concern-
ing the value of K being less than 1. Ultimately, the position upgrade method takes place
related to the successor place rather than the optimal position. Then, the global search is
implemented as follows.

Xj+1 = Xs − Z·p·
∣∣K× Xs − Xj

∣∣ (8)

The position upgrade methodology is applied to recognize the optimal position (end-
ing criteria).

The MDHO approach is derived by incorporating the concept of Nelder Mead (NM)
upon the DHO algorithm. In NM, simplex search is a portion of a common class of
direct search techniques. It is a popular approach to resolve the un-constrained non-linear
optimization issues without applying the derivatives [27]. Commonly, it is employed
for local optimization issues. The NM approach tends to diminish the non-linear scalar
function of n parameters by approximating the objective function. At first, the NM method
performs an initial simplex, ∆1, of n + 1 vertices from the starting point x0, whereby the
vertex denotes the parameter set x of n variable.

The Fitness Function (FF) assumes the accuracy of the classifier and the count of
selective features. It optimizes the classifier’s accuracy and minimizes the fixed size of the
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selective features. Hence, the subsequent FF is employed to assess the individual solutions
as shown in Equation (9).

Fitness = α× ErrorRate + (1− α)× #SF
#All_F

(9)

Here, ErrorRate implies the classifier’s error rate when employing the selective fea-
tures. Furthermore, #SF denotes the count of selective features and #All_F defines the
entire count of attributes from the original dataset. In this equation, α is employed to
control the significance of the classifier’s quality and the length of the subset.

3.2. Intrusion Detection Using AE Model

For the purpose of intrusion detection and its classification, the AE model is exploited
in this study. This is a form of multi-layer Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) that
reconstructs and compresses the dataset [28]. Both input and the output units have n
number of neurons in which n denotes the dimensionality of the dataset. For every j
dimension, the input xj is recreated as rj at the output. In such case, the number of the
neurons in the middle hidden layer is denoted by h(h� n), while the first and third
hidden states have a size of 2 h each. By enforcing the ’bottleneck’ structure, the AE
technique enables the compression of (encoding) the input dataset to a low dimension and
reconstructs it at the output state.

Here, the rectified linear activation function (ReLU) is applied for the hidden layer,
whereas the output layer takes the form of a sigmoid activation function. The aim of the
training method is to mitigate the aggregated reconstruction errors which are summed up
over each data point.

E =
N

∑
i

n

∑
j=1

(xij − rij)
2, (10)

Post training, the data demonstration captures the principle of the input dataset to enable
the data reconstruction process at the output layer with low error. This section described
the ‘encoder’ portion of the trainable AE model.

3.3. Hyperparameter Tuning

For optimal modification of the hyperparameters related to AE method, the CSO
technique is utilized which also enriches the classification performance. In the current
study, the mathematical modelling of CryStAl is proposed in which the key concept of a
crystal is utilized with essential modifications [29]. In this model, every solution candidate
of the optimization technique is regarded as a single crystal in the space. For the purpose
of iteration, the number of crystals is determined randomly for initialization.

Cr =



Cr1
Cr2

...
Cri

...
Crn



=



x1
1 x2

1 . . . xj
1 . . . xd

1
x1

2 x2
2 . . . xj

2 . . . xd
2

...
...

...
...

...
...

x1
i x2

i . . . xj
i . . . xd

i
...

...
...

...
...

...
x1

n x2
n . . . xj

n . . . xd
n
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{
i = 1, 2, . . . , n
j = 1, 2, . . . , d

(11)

In Equation (11), n refers to the number of crystals (solution candidate) and d indicates
the dimensions of the problem. The initial position of the crystal is randomly determined
in the searching space to solve the problem.

xj
i(0) = xj

i, min + ξ
(

xj
i, max − xj

i,m
.

m

)
,
{

i = 1, 2, . . . , n
j = 1, 2, . . . , d

(12)

In Equation (12), xj
i(0) denotes the initial location of the crystal, xj

i, min and xj
i, max

correspondingly refer to the minimal and maximal allowable values for the jth decision
parameter of the ith solution candidate and ξ denotes a random value between [0, 1].

According to the idea of ‘basis’ in crystallography, each crystal is regarded as a major
crystal at the corner, whereas Crmain is randomly determined based on the first-made crystal
(i.e., solution candidate). It is important to note that the random selection technique, for all
the steps, is defined by neglecting the existing Cr. The crystals with the optimal formation
are defined by Crb while the mean value of the randomly chosen crystals is represented
by Fc.

In order to update the position of the solution candidate in the searching space,
the fundamental principles are deliberated in which four different kinds of upgrading
procedures are listed herewith.

(i) Simple cubicle:
Crnew = Crold + rCrmain, (13)

(ii) Cubicle with the best crystals:

Crnew = Crold + r1Crmain + r2Crb, (14)

(iii) Cubicle with mean crystals:

Crnew = Crold + r1Crmain + r2Fc, (15)

(iv) Cubicle with the best and mean crystals:

Crnew = Crold + r1Crmain + r2Crb + r3Fc, (16)

From the four abovementioned equations, the new position is represented by Crnew
whereas the old position is denoted by crold, and r, r1, r2 and r3 denote the random numbers.

It is noteworthy to mention that the exploitation and exploration phases are the two key
characteristics of meta-heuristics and the global and local search models are simultaneously
carried out in this model. To manage the solution variable xj

i that violates the boundary

condition of the variable, a mathematical flag is determined for xj
i outside the variable

range. Then, a boundary change is ordered for violating the variable. The end condition is
determined on the basis of maximal iteration count, whereas the optimized algorithm is
ended after a fixed iteration count.

The CSO system comes with a Fitness Function (FF) to accomplish the maximum
classification results. It sets a positive value to represent the superior act of a candidate
solution. The minimal classifier error rate is assumed to be the FF as given in Equation (17).

f itness(xi) = Classi f ierErrorRate(xi) =
number o f misclassi f ied samples

Total number o f samples
∗ 100 (17)
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4. Results and Discussion

The current section examines the intrusion detection performance of the proposed
CSODAE-ID technique. The dataset [10] holds a total of 8000 samples under four class labels
as illustrated in Table 1. The proposed model was simulated using the Python 3.6.5 tool.

Table 1. Dataset details.

Class No. of Sample Instances

DOS 2000
R2L 2000
U2R 2000

Probe 2000

Total Number of Samples 8000

Figure 3 exhibits the confusion matrices produced by the proposed CSODAE-ID
technique. On the entire dataset, the proposed CSODAE-ID technique recognized 1954,
1954, 1979, and 1969 samples under DOS, R2L, U2R, and Probe classes, respectively. At the
same time, on 70% of the training (TR) data, the presented CSODAE-ID method classified
1370, 1381, 1384, and 1363 samples under DOS, R2L, U2R, and Probe classes, respectively.
On 30% of the testing (TS) data, the proposed CSODAE-ID algorithm categorized 584, 573,
595, and 606 samples under DOS, R2L, U2R, and Probe classes, respectively.
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Table 2 provides the overall IDS outcomes achieved by the proposed CSODAE-ID
model. Figure 4 provides a brief overview of the intrusion detection performance of the
proposed CSODAE-ID method on the entire dataset. The figure implies that the CSODAE-
ID model achieved enhanced results under all the classes. For instance, on the DOS class,
the proposed CSODAE-ID model offered accuy, precn, recal , seley, and Fscore values such as
98.98%, 98.19%, 97.70%, 99.40%, and 97.94%, respectively. Furthermore, on the R2L class,
the presented CSODAE-ID approach attained accuy, precn, recal , seley, and Fscore values
such as 98.74%, 97.26%, 97.70%, 99.08%, and 97.48%, respectively. Moreover, on the U2R
class, the proposed CSODAE-ID methodology provided accuy, precn, recal , seley, and Fscore
values such as 99.41%, 98.70%, 98.95%, 99.57%, and 98.83%, respectively.

Table 2. Results of the analysis of CSODAE-ID approach under distinct class labels.

Labels Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Selectivity (%) Fscore (%)

Entire Dataset

DOS 98.98 98.19 97.70 99.40 97.94

R2L 98.74 97.26 97.70 99.08 97.48

U2R 99.41 98.70 98.95 99.57 98.83

Probe 99.28 98.65 98.45 99.55 98.55

Average 99.10 98.20 98.20 99.40 98.20

Training Phase (70%)

DOS 98.95 98.14 97.65 99.38 97.89

R2L 98.71 97.05 97.87 99.00 97.46

U2R 99.46 98.79 99.07 99.60 98.93

Probe 99.23 98.77 98.13 99.60 98.45

Average 99.09 98.19 98.18 99.39 98.18

Testing Phase (30%)

DOS 99.04 98.32 97.82 99.45 98.07

R2L 98.79 97.78 97.28 99.28 97.53

U2R 99.29 98.51 98.67 99.50 98.59

Probe 99.38 98.38 99.18 99.44 98.78

Average 99.12 98.25 98.24 99.42 98.24

Figure 5 is a detailed demonstration of the intrusion detection results achieved using
the CSODAE-ID technique on 70% of the TR data. The figure denotes that the proposed
CSODAE-ID approach demonstrated enhanced results under all the classes. For example,
on the DOS class, the proposed CSODAE-ID method attained accuy, precn, recal , seley, and
Fscore values such as 98.95%, 98.14%, 97.65%, 99.38%, and 97.89%, respectively. Similarly, on
the R2L class, the proposed CSODAE-ID model offered accuy, precn, recal , seley, and Fscore
values such as 98.71%, 97.05%, 97.87%, 99.00%, and 97.46%, respectively. Additionally, on
the U2R class, the presented CSODAE-ID approach accomplished accuy, precn, recal , seley,
and Fscore values such as 99.46%, 98.79%, 99.07%, 99.60%, and 98.93%, respectively.
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Figure 6 represents the comparative intrusion detection results yielded by the proposed
CSODAE-ID method on 30% of the TS data. The figure implies that the proposed CSODAE-
ID approach accomplished enhanced results under all the classes. For example, on the DOS
class, the proposed CSODAE-ID methodology rendered accuy, precn, recal , seley, and Fscore
values such as 99.04%, 98.32%, 97.82%, 99.45%, and 98.07%, respectively. In addition, on
the R2L class, the proposed CSODAE-ID technique achieved accuy, precn, recal , seley, and
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Fscore values such as 98.79%, 97.78%, 97.28%, 99.28%, and 97.53%, respectively. Along with
the U2R class, the proposed CSODAE-ID methodology attained accuy, precn, recal , seley,
and Fscore values such as 99.29%, 98.51%, 98.67%, 99.50%, and 98.59%, respectively.
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Both Training Accuracy (TRA) and Validation Accuracy (VLA) values, acquired by the
proposed CSODAE-ID algorithm on the test dataset, are shown in Figure 7. The experimen-
tal results denote that the proposed CSODAE-ID approach achieved the maximum TRA
and VLA values whereas the VLA values were higher than the TRA values.
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Both Training Loss (TRL) and Validation Loss (VLL) values, reached by the proposed
CSODAE-ID approach on the test dataset, are exhibited in Figure 8. The experimental
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outcomes imply that the proposed CSODAE-ID method exhibited the lowest TRL and VLL
values whereas the VLL values were lower than the TRL values.
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A clear precision–recall analysis was conducted upon the proposed CSODAE-ID
approach using the test dataset, and the results are shown in Figure 9. The figure shows
that the proposed CSODAE-ID methodology yielded high precision–recall values under all
the classes.
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Figure 9. Precision–recall analysis results of CSODAE-ID methodology.

A detailed ROC analysis was conducted upon the proposed CSODAE-ID algorithm
using the test dataset, and the results are portrayed in Figure 10. The results denote that
the proposed CSODAE-ID technique established its ability to categorize the test dataset
under distinct classes.
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Figure 10. ROC analysis results of CSODAE-ID methodology.

Table 3 provides the comprehensive comparison analysis outcomes achieved by the
proposed CSODAE-ID model and other recent models [10]. Figure 11 shows the accuy and
F1score values achieved by the CSODAE-ID and other recent methods. The figure infers
that the proposed CSODAE-ID model achieved a high performance with maximum accuy
and F1score values.
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Table 3. Comparative analysis results of CSODAE-ID approach and other existing methodologies.

Models Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1score (%)

CSODAE-ID 99.12 98.25 98.24 98.24
RF Model 92.26 92.16 92.93 94.23
DT Model 93.43 91.14 92.75 95.78
LR Model 92.56 95.96 94.20 96.22
NB Model 89.63 90.49 91.52 92.05

SVM Model 92.32 94.20 92.78 91.80
MLP Model 90.03 88.19 89.19 92.31

Hybrid LRRF 98.28 97.48 98.10 97.92

For instance, with respect to accuy, the proposed CSODAE-ID approach achieved
a maximum accuy of 99.12%, whereas RF, DT, LR, NB, SVM, MLP, and hybrid LRRF
techniques obtained the lowest accuy values such as 92.26%, 93.43%, 92.56%, 89.63%,
92.32%, 90.03%, and 98.28%, respectively. Conversely, with respect to F1score , the proposed
CSODAE-ID technique achieved a maximum F1score of 98.24%, whereas RF, DT, LR, NB,
SVM, MLP, and hybrid LRRF approaches gained the lowest F1score values such as 94.23%,
95.78%, 96.22%, 92.05%, 91.80%, 92.31%, and 97.92%, respectively.

Figure 12 denotes the precn and recal values achieved by the proposed CSODAE-ID
approach and other recent models. The figure implies that the proposed CSODAE-ID
algorithm exhibited an excellent performance with maximal values of precn and recal . For
example, with respect to precn, the proposed CSODAE-ID technique offered a maximum
precn of 98.25%, whereas RF, DT, LR, NB, SVM, MLP, and hybrid LRRF techniques reached
the lowest precn values such as 92.16%, 91.14%, 95.96%, 90.49%, 94.20%, 88.19%, and 97.48%,
respectively.
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Additionally, with respect to recal , the proposed CSODAE-ID approach achieved
a high recal of 98.24%, whereas RF, DT, LR, NB, SVM, MLP, and hybrid LRRF methods
obtained low recal values such as 92.93%, 92.75%, 94.20%, 91.52%, 92.78%, 89.19%, and
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98.10%, respectively. These results assured the enhanced performance of the proposed
CSODAE-ID method over other models in intrusion detection.

5. Conclusions

In the current study, a new CSODAE-ID algorithm has been introduced, developed,
and validated for intrusion detection in the IoD environment. At the initial stage, the
proposed CSODAE-ID technique pre-processes the data. Following this, the MDHO-FS
technique is applied to choose the feature subsets. Then, the AE approach is leveraged
for the classification of intrusions in the IoD environment. Finally, the CSO algorithm,
inspired by the formation of crystal structures based on lattice points, is employed for the
hyperparameter-tuning process. To validate the enhanced performance of the proposed
CSODAE-ID model, a wide range of simulations were conducted and the outcomes were
assessed under distinct aspects. The comparative study outcomes demonstrate the supe-
riority of the proposed CSODAE-ID model over recent approaches with a high accuracy
of 99.12%. Thus, the proposed CSODAE-ID technique can be applied in the future for the
effectual detection of intrusions in the IoD environment. In upcoming years, the classifica-
tion performance of the proposed CSODAE-ID approach can be enhanced using hybrid
ensemble fusion methods. Moreover, the proposed model can also be tested on a real-time
large-scale dataset in the future.
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